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Value of Public Information in Sender-Receiver Games∗ Ying Chen† Department of Economics, Arizona State University November, 2010



Abstract What are the welfare eﬀects when players in a sender-receiver game have access to an informative public signal? I address the question by analyzing two games: in Γ , the sender reports after the arrival of the public signal; in Γ , the sender reports before the arrival of the public signal. In both games the receiver’s equilibrium payoﬀ is not monotonically increasing in the informativeness of the public signal because the sender may transmit less information when the public signal is more informative. I also examine the optimal timing of the sender’s report. JEL classification: C72, D82, D83. Keywords: value of public information; sender-receiver games.
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Introduction



Standard sender-receiver games1 assume that only the sender has decision-relevant information and the receiver, while having the power to make decisions, relies solely on the sender for useful information. Although a useful benchmark, they fail to capture an important aspect in real life communication — that the receiver often has access to other sources of information as well. In this paper, I allow the players to have access to an informative public signal (for example, a press release expected at a certain date) and assess its value to the receiver. I consider two games: in Γ , the sender reports after the arrival of the public signal; in Γ , the sender reports before the arrival of the public signal. In both games, I show that the receiver’s equilibrium payoﬀ is not monotonically increasing in the informativeness of the public signal. The reason is that ∗



An earlier version was circulated under the title “Partially-informed Decision Makers in Games of Communica-



tion.” I thank Oliver Board, Navin Kartik, Edward Schlee, and Joel Sobel for helpful comments and suggestions. † Department of Economics, Arizona State University, P.O. Box 873806, Tempe, AZ 85287-3806. Fax: 480-9650748. Email: [email protected]. 1 For example, the classic models of strategic information transmission in Crawford and Sobel (1982) and Green and Stokey (2007, earlier version 1981).
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although a more informative public signal conveys better information on the state of the world, it also aﬀects the sender’s incentive to transmit information. When the precision of the public signal is above a critical value, no information is transmitted in equilibrium by the sender and this creates a downward jump in the receiver’s payoﬀ. In the neighborhood of the discontinuity, the receiver’s equilibrium payoﬀ is not monotone in the precision of the public signal. If the receiver can control the timing of communication (i.e., requiring the sender to report either before or after the arrival of the public signal), what will she choose? When the sender’s bias is either very small or very large, the receiver is indiﬀerent because the amount of information revealed by the sender is independent of the timing of report. But when the bias is moderately small, the receiver is better oﬀ if the sender reports before the public signal arrives because the sender communicates truthfully when uncertain about the public signal, but for certain realization of the public signal, he does not reveal any information in equilibrium. When the bias is moderately large, however, the receiver is better oﬀ if the sender reports after the public signal arrives because the sender communicates truthfully for certain realizations of the public signal, but reveals no information without observing the public signal. This paper belongs to a small but growing literature on informed receivers in communication games (Seidmann (1990), Watson (1996), Olszewski (2004) and Harris and Raviv (2005)). The papers most closely related are the recent and independent work by Lai (2010), Ishida and Shimizu (2010) and Moreno de Barreda (2010). They also find that a receiver’s information may hinder information transmission, but because of the diﬀerent assumptions on information structures and payoﬀ functions, the arguments are diﬀerent. Moreover, all three papers assume the sender does not observe the receiver’s signal (similar to Γ in my paper) and do not address the question of the optimal timing of report. My result that increasing the informativeness of public information may be harmful is also reminiscent of Morris and Shin (2002). The important diﬀerence is that in their paper the detrimental eﬀect of public information on social welfare arises because agents place too much weight on public information relative to private information whereas in my paper, it arises from the loss of information endogenously transmitted from the strategic sender.
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The Model



There are two players in the game, the sender and the receiver. The state of the world, , is a random variable that has two realizations, 0 and 1. The common prior is { = 1} =  where  ∈ (0 1). The sender privately observes a signal  ∈  = {0 1}, with the conditional probability { = | = } =  for  = 0 1 where  ∈ ( 12  1]. After observing , he sends a costless message



 ∈  to the receiver, who then takes an action  ∈ R that aﬀects both players’ payoﬀs. For



simplicity, assume that  =  = {0 1}. The main departure from the standard model is that the 2



players also observe a (conditionally independent) public signal  ∈  = {0 1}, with { = | = } =  for  = 0 1 where  ∈ [ 12  1]. If  = 12 , the receiver is uninformed, as in the standard model.



Let  (  ) and  ( ) be the sender’s and the receiver’s twice diﬀerentiable von Neumann-



Morgenstern utility function, respectively. The parameter , called the sender’s bias, measures the divergence of interests between the players. Assume that  (  0) =  ( ), i.e., the players’ interests coincide if  = 0. Without loss of generality, assume   0. Let  (  ) =  (  ) and assume that: (1) 11  0, which implies that for any belief  on the distribution of ,  ( (·) |) has a unique maximizer in ; (2) 13  0, i.e.,  (·) is supermodular in  and , which implies that the



optimal action for the sender is higher than that for the receiver given that   0; (3) 1 ( 1 )  1 ( 0 ) for any  , which implies that both players’ optimal actions are higher when  = 1 than when  = 0. These conditions are satisfied, for example, if  (  ) = − ( −  − )2 . This



quadratic payoﬀ function is the leading case analyzed in sender-receiver games.2



I study two games: Γ , in which the sender reports after the arrival of ; Γ , in which the sender reports before the arrival of . Let  denote the sender’s (pure) reporting strategy and  denote the receiver’s (pure) action strategy in game Γ . (Since 11  0, the receiver never plays a mixed strategy in equilibrium.) In Γ , the sender observes both  and  when he reports. So we have  :  ×  →  and  :  ×  → . In Γ , the sender does not observe  when



he reports. So we have  :  →  and  :  ×  → . I use Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium



(PBE) as the solution concept and call a PBE a truth-telling equilibrium in Γ if  ( ·) =  for  = 0 1.



Baseline: uninformed receiver ( = 12 )
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If  = 12 , the receiver is uninformed, as in the standard model. I will discuss this baseline case in detail because the results will be useful even when the receiver observes an informative signal. Define ¢ ¡  ˆ () = arg max{}  ( 1) + (1 − )  ( 0) . Since the receiver’s optimal action increases in  and a higher  implies a monotone likelihood ratio shift in the distribution of ,  ˆ () increases



in .3



¡ ¢ Fix  and . Let ∗ () = arg max{}   ( ) | =  for  = 0 1. In a truth-telling equilib-



rium,  (0) = ∗ (0) and  (1) = ∗ (1). For the sender with  = 1 (call him the “type-1” sender), the incentive compatibility (IC) constraint for truth telling is satisfied because he prefers the higher action ∗ (1) to the lower ∗ (0). Let ¯ be the value such that the IC constraint for the type-0 sender ¢ ¢ ¡ ¡ is binding, i.e., ( ∗ (0)    | = 0) = ( ∗ (1)    | = 0). Proposition 1 below shows 2



Without giving a comprehensive list, quadratic utilities are assumed in Morgan and Stocken (2003), Blume,



Board and Kawamura (2007), Goltsman, Horner, Pavlov and Squintani (2009). 3 This is a standard result in comparative statics under uncertainty. See, for example, Milgrom (1981).
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that a truth-telling equilibrium exists if and only if  ≤ . (All proofs are in the appendix.) It



also shows that when   , a semi-separating equilibrium (i.e., an equilibrium in which the sender reveals some, but not all, of his information) does not exist either. So the most informative equilibrium is either a truth-telling equilibrium or a babbling equilibrium. Moreover, a semi-separating is Pareto dominated by the truth-telling equilibrium. The argument applies to Γ and Γ too. For the rest of the paper, I will focus on the truth-telling equilibrium whenever it exists. Proposition 1 A truth-telling equilibrium exists if and only if  ≤ . A semi-separating equilibrium



exists only when a truth-telling equilibrium exists. A truth-telling equilibrium Pareto dominates a semi-separating equilibrium, even in the interim.
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Partially informed receiver:



1 2



1



Suppose now that the players observes an informative public signal .



4.1



Γ : the sender reports after the public signal arrives



Since the sender has observed  when he reports, a continuation game following the revelation of  is equivalent to the baseline game in which the receiver is uninformed, with an appropriately chosen prior. In particular, the continuation game after the revelation that  =  is equivalent to the baseline game with the prior being  ( = 1| = ). So the results derived in section 3 apply. As shown in section 3, we only need to consider type-0 sender’s IC constraint for a truth-telling equilibrium. Let 0 (1 ) be type 0’s IC constraint in the continuation game after  = 0 ( = 1). Define 0 to be the value such that 0 is binding and 1 to be the value such that 1 is binding. Proposition 1 implies that a truth-telling equilibrium exists in the continuation game following  = 0 ( = 1) if and only if  ≤ 0 ( ≤ 1 ). Remark 1 Suppose the player have quadratic utilities. Then 0 ≥ 1 if and only if  ≥ 12 ,



the same sign as ( − ) and



1 



0 



has



has the same sign as (1 −  − ).



To see that 0 ≥ 1 if and only if  ≥ 12 , note that after observing , the receiver’s updated belief



is closer to



1 2



when  is against the prior. When the receiver’s belief is closer to 12 , her posterior



is more sensitive to the sender’s messages and hence the diﬀerence between her responses is larger. With quadratic utilities, whether a truth-telling equilibrium exists depends only on the size of  relative to the diﬀerence between the receiver’s responses to the sender’s messages. Hence 0 ≥ 1



if and only if  ≥ 12 . Interestingly, the sender’s incentive for truth telling may be diminished when



the receiver is better informed since for any  ∈ (0 1), at least one of 0 and 1 decreases in  and



both decrease in  for suﬃciently high . Intuitively, when  is more informative, the receiver’s 4



posteriors are less sensitive to the sender’s messages and her responses to diﬀerent messages are closer, creating a stronger incentive for the type-0 sender to mimic type 1. Indeed, as  becomes perfectly informative (i.e.,  goes to 1), both 0 and 1 become 0 and a truth-telling equilibrium fails to exist for any positive sender bias. The continuity of 0 and 1 in  implies that for a fixed sender bias, no truth-telling equilibrium exists when the public signal is suﬃciently precise. An important implication is that a more informative public signal does not always benefit the receiver. Having a more informative public signal has two distinctive eﬀects. One is direct: it conveys better information on the state of the world and helps the receiver make a better decision. The other is strategic: it may make it impossible for the sender to transmit information truthfully in equilibrium. As  increases, the receiver’s payoﬀ increases continuously through the direct eﬀect. But for suﬃciently high , a truth-telling equilibrium fails to exist. At a threshold of  where a truth-telling equilibrium fails to exist, the receiver’s payoﬀ jumps down, resulting in a lower payoﬀ for the receiver in the neighborhood of the discontinuity. (This is illustrated in an example in section 4.3.) Formally, fix   and  and suppose   ¯ (i.e., a truth-telling equilibrium exists when the receiver is uninformed). Suppose the players have quadratic utilities and focus on the most informative equilibrium, we have the following result. Proposition 2 In Γ , the receiver’s expected payoﬀ is not monotonically increasing in , the informativeness of the public signal. The result that increasing the precision of the public signal may make the the receiver worse oﬀ is reminiscent of Morris and Shin (2002), but it arises here because the amount of information endogenously transmitted by the strategic sender is lower when the public signal becomes more precise. This is diﬀerent from Morris and Shin (2002), in which information is exogenous.



4.2



Γ : the sender reports before the public signal arrives



If the sender reports before  arrives, he does not know what  will be at the time of report and his message induces a distribution of actions. Let  be the type-0 sender’s IC constraint for truth telling. Note that it is a convex combination of 0 and 1 . Similarly, type 1’s IC constraint for truth telling in Γ is a convex combination of his IC constraints in Γ and is therefore satisfied. Let  be the value of  such that  is binding. Then Γ has a truth-telling equilibrium if and only if  ≤  . Similar to what happens in Γ , no truth-telling equilibrium exists when the public



signal is suﬃciently precise in Γ and we get an analogous non-monotonicity result. Fix   and  ( ¯). Suppose the players have quadratic utilities and focus on the most informative equilibrium. Proposition 3 In Γ , the receiver’s expected payoﬀ is not monotonically increasing in , the informativeness of the public signal. 5



4.3



Report timing: which is better for the receiver?



If the receiver can choose the timing of the sender’s report, either before or after the arrival of the public signal , what should she choose? To answer this question, fix   . Without loss of generality, assume  ≥



1 2



(so 1 ≤ 0 ). Focusing on the most informative equilibrium, we have:



Proposition 4 If  ≤ 1 or   0 , the receiver’s expected payoﬀ is the same in Γ and Γ ; if



1   ≤  , the receiver’s expected payoﬀ is higher in Γ than in Γ ; if    ≤ 0 , the receiver’s expected payoﬀ is higher in Γ than in Γ .



In words, the receiver’s payoﬀ is independent of the timing if the bias of the sender is extreme, but for moderately low biases, the receiver prefers having the sender report before the public signal arrives and for moderately high biases, she prefers to have him report after the public signal arrives.4 The following example illustrates this comparison as the informativeness of the public signal varies. Example 1 Suppose  = − ( − )2 and  = − ( −  − )2 . Let  = 07,  = 08, and  = 02.



Calculation shows that 1 = 02 if  = 068, 0 = 02 if  = 092, and  = 02 if  = 090. 0.5
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Figure 1



Figure 1 shows the receiver’s expected payoﬀ as a function in  in the most informative equilibrium. The thick (red) plot is for Γ and the thin (black) plot is for Γ . The two plots coincide for extreme values of , but diﬀer for intermediate values of . When  ∈ (068 090), the receiver



is better oﬀ if the sender report before  arrives, but when  ∈ (090 092), she is better oﬀ if the



sender reports after  arrives. The receiver’s expected payoﬀ is NOT monotonically increasing in 



in either Γ or Γ . At the points of discontinuity on the curves, the sender’s communication jumps from full revelation of his information to babbling, resulting in non-monotonicity in the receiver’s payoﬀ. 4



Although we focus on the welfare of the receiver, the same result applies to the sender as well. This is because



with quadratic payoﬀs, the sender’s ex ante expected equilibrium payoﬀ diﬀers from the receiver’s by 2 .
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4.4



Extension: the receiver observes a private signal before the sender reports



So far I have assumed that  is a public signal, but an alternative and natural interpretation is that  is a signal that the receiver private observes (e.g., a report from a third party). If the receiver commits to revealing  before the sender reports, we are back to Γ ; if the receiver commits to keeping  private, we are back to Γ , and all the previous analysis goes through. Interesting questions arise, however, when the receiver does not have the commitment power, but can only decide whether to disclose her signal after observing it and before the sender reports. Without loss of generality, assume 1 ≤ 0 . Suppose the receiver’s signal  is verifiable (i.e.,



she cannot falsify it). The cases in which   1 or   0 are uninteresting because the amount



of information transmitted by the sender is independent of whether she keeps her signal private or discloses it. The more interesting case is when 1 ≤  ≤ 0 . If    ≤ 0 , then the receiver with



 = 0 has an incentive to disclose it so as to induce truthful revelation from the sender subsequently. Given that the receiver with  = 0 discloses it, even if the receiver with  = 1 does not disclose it, the sender is able to infer correctly what  is in equilibrium.5 If 1   ≤  , then keeping her



signal private benefits the receiver since truthful revelation by the sender is an equilibrium when the sender is uncertain about . Whether this happens in equilibrium depends on how the sender interprets the lack of disclosure. If the sender expects the receiver with  = 0 to reveal it, then he interprets the lack of disclosure that  = 1 and reveals no information subsequently. This motivates the receiver with  = 0 to disclose it and in equilibrium the sender is able to infer what  is. On the other hand, another equilibrium exists in which the receiver keeps  private and the sender’s belief is the same as the prior in the absence of receiver disclosure. To summarize, without commitment, an equilibrium always exists in which the receiver (in eﬀect) reveals her signal. For moderately low biases ( ≤  ), there exists another equilibrium in which the receiver keeps her signal private and



the sender reveals his information truthfully.



To weaken the receiver’s commitment even further, now suppose  is not verifiable. Instead, the receiver can only send a cheap-talk message to the sender before the sender reports. Of course, there exists an equilibrium in which she “babble” to the sender and therefore keeps her signal private. It is worth noting that the receiver cannot do better than keeping her signal private. In particular, suppose 1 ≤    ≤ 0 . So if the receiver keeps  private, no information will be



revealed by the sender. Note that although the receiver with  = 0 would like to reveal it to the sender, she is not able to do so credibly when  is not verifiable because the receiver with  = 1 has an incentive to claim that her signal is  = 0 as well. Hence the only equilibrium outcome is that the receiver conveys no information about what her signal is and in eﬀect keeps her signal private. 5



This is a standard “unraveling” result with verifiable information. See, for example, Grossman (1981) and



Milgrom (1981).
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Appendix Proof of Proposition 1.



Since  ( = 1| = 1)   ( = 1| = 0), ∗ (1)  ∗ (0). Since



13  0, 13 ( 0 ) + (1 − ) 13 ( 1 )  0 for any  ∈ [0 1]. (



(∗ (1)   )|



telling is satisfied.



= 1) 



(



(∗ (0)   ) |



So for   0, we have



= 1). So type-1 sender’s IC constraint for truth



¢ ¡ Since ( (∗ (0)   0) | = 0)  ( (∗ (1)   0) | = 0) and ( ∗ (0)    | = 0) = ¢ ¡ ( ∗ (1)    | = 0), we have   0. Moreover, ( (∗ (0)   ) | = 0) ≥ ( (∗ (1)   ) | = 0) if  ≤  and ( (∗ (0)   ) | = 0)  ( (∗ (1)   ) | = 0) if   . So the IC constraint



for type 0 is satisfied if and only if  ≤  and a truth-telling equilibrium exists if and only if  ≤ . ˆ exists. In , ˆ  ( = 1) 6=  ( = 0). Since Suppose   ¯ and a semi-separating equilibrium  ˆ Without loss of the type-1 sender strictly prefers the higher action, she does not randomize in . generality, assume that the type-1 sender sends  = 1 with probability 1 and the type-0 sender sends both  = 0 and  = 1 with positive probability. Then  (0) = ∗ (0) and  (1) ∈ (∗ (0)  ∗ (1)).



Since type 0 is indiﬀerent between  (0) and  (1) and  is single peaked, type 0 must strictly prefer ∗ (0) to ∗ (1) and hence his IC constraint for truth telling is satisfied, contradicting the assumption that   ¯. So if   ¯, no semi-separating equilibrium exists. To compare payoﬀs, note that since more information makes the receiver better oﬀ, she strictly prefers a truth-telling equilibrium to a semi-separating equilibrium. As to the sender, recall that in a semi-separating equilibrium,  (0) = ∗ (0) and  (1)  ∗ (1). So type 0’s payoﬀ is the same



in both equilibria and type 1’s payoﬀ is strictly higher in the truth-telling equilibrium. ¡ ¢ Proof of Remark 1. Define ∗ () = arg max   ( ) | =  and  =  for ,  =



0 1. With quadratic payoﬀs,  = (− ( −  − )2 ) = − ( −  () − )2 −   (). Since



 (∗0 (0)   0 | = 0  = 0) =  (∗0 (1)   0 | = 0  = 0) and  (∗1 (0)   1 | = 0  = 1) =



 (∗1 (1)   1 | = 0  = 1), we have 20 = (∗0 (1) − ∗0 (0) − 0 )2 and 21 = (∗1 (1) − ∗1 (0) − 1 )2 . Hence



 (1 − )  (1 − ) (2 − 1) 1 ∗ 1 (0 (1) − ∗0 (0)) = , 2 2 ( (1 − ) + (1 − ) (1 − ) ) ( (1 − ) (1 − ) + (1 − ) 2 )  (1 − )  (1 − ) (2 − 1) 1 ∗ 1 (1 (1) − ∗1 (0)) = . 1 = 2 2 ( + (1 − ) (1 − ) (1 − )) ( (1 − )  + (1 − )  (1 − )) ¡ ¢ Since   ∈ 12  1 , 0 ≥ 1 if and only if  ≥ 12 .



0 =



(1−)((1−)+(1−))(−) 0 1  = ((1−)+(1−)(1−))2 ((1−)(1−)+(1−))2 and it has the same sign as ( − );  = (1−)(2 +(1−)(1−))(1−−) and it has the same as the sign as (1 −  − ). (+(1−)(1−)(1−))2 ((1−)+(1−)(1−))2 Proof of Proposition 2. For notational convenience, let  (   = ) be the



Also,



receiver’ expected payoﬀ in a truth-telling equilibrium and  (  = ) be her payoﬀ in a babbling equilibrium in the continuation game following the revelation that  = . Note that for any   1 and  = 0 1,  (  = )   (  = ). 9



Without loss of generality, assume  



¡ ¢ (so 0  1 ). Since   0  = 12 = ¯,  



1 2



0 ( = 1) = 0, 0 and 1 are continuous in  and decreasing in  for   , there must ex-



ist a  ∗ such that 0 (∗ ) =   1 ( ∗ ) and for any    ∗ , 1 ()  0 ()  . In the most informative equilibrium at ∗ , the receiver’s expected payoﬀ is  ( = 0)  (   = 0) +  ( = 1)  (  = 1); in the most informative equilibrium at   ∗ , the receiver’s expected payoﬀ is  ( = 0)  (  = 0) +  ( = 1)  (  = 1). Since  ( = 0),  ( = 1),  (   = 0),  (  = 0) and  (  = 1) are continuous in , and  (  = 0)   (  = 0) for   1, there exists an   0 such that for  ∈ ( ∗   ∗ + ), the receiver’s expected payoﬀ in the most informative equilibrium at  ∗ is higher



than her expected payoﬀ at .



Proof of Proposition 3.



At  , we have  ( = 0| = 0)  (∗0 (0)    | = 0  = 0) +



 ( = 1| = 0)  (∗1 (0)    | = 0  = 1) =  ( = 0| = 0)  (∗0 (1)    | = 0  = 0) + ( = 1| = 0)  (∗1 (1)    | = 0  = 1). If the players have quadratic utilities, then



 ( = 0| = 0) (∗0 (1) − ∗0 (0) −  )2 +  ( = 1| = 0) (∗1 (1) − ∗1 (0) −  )2 = ( )2 . So  = 0 + (1 − ) 1 where  =



+(1−)(1−)(1−) . +(1−)(1−)



So  = ¯   when  = 12 ,  = 0 when



) =   = 1 and  is continuous in . It follows that there must exist a e  1 such that  (e



and  ()   for   e. The receiver’s expected payoﬀ in the most informative equilibrium



at e is  ( ) and her expected payoﬀ in the most informative equilibrium at   e



is  (). Since for any   1,  ()   (), it follows that there



exists an e   0 such that for  ∈ (e  e + e ), the receiver’s expected payoﬀ in the most informative equilibrium at e is higher than her expected payoﬀ at . Proof of Proposition 4.



If  ≤ 1 , then both 0 and 1 are satisfied and so is their



convex combination  . So a truth-telling equilibrium exists in both Γ and Γ and the receiver’s expected equilibrium payoﬀ is the same. If 1   ≤  , then 0 and  are satisfied but 1



is violated. So a truth-telling equilibrium exists in Γ but not in Γ in the continuation game following  = 1. So the receiver’s expected payoﬀ is higher in Γ . If    ≤ 0 , then only 0 is



satisfied and the receiver’s expected equilibrium payoﬀ is higher in Γ . Finally, if 0  , then all three incentive constraints are violated and no informative equilibrium exists in either Γ or Γ and the receiver is indiﬀerent.
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